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Chapter

INTRODUCTION
Bicycling can take on many different meanings for the residents of the greater St. Louis region. For children, those
first tentative trips by bicycle provide a sense of adventure and are important steps towards independence. Others
see bicycling as a way to exercise and stay fit, occasionally riding to work or school during nice weather. Still others
rely on bicycles as a primary means of transportation—whether by choice, because they elect not to use a car,
or because they cannot afford a car. Similarly, some bicyclists are very comfortable riding in the road with motor
vehicles, while others are more cautious and prefer riding on separate paths and trails. Another important group is
those who currently don’t ride bicycles; but are interested in doing so in the future. Finally, there are residents who
choose not to bicycle but understand that it is important to their fellow citizens to be able to use bicycles on the
roadway for transportation.
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Regardless of the underlying motivations or level of experience, the regional bicycle network must provide the
bicycle accommodations and connections for a safe, high-quality experience for all people and skill levels. A viable
transportation system provides a number of travel choices, including travel by bicycle. Similarly, the transportation
system must afford travelers direct, efficient routes to reach their destinations, instead of requiring them to go out of
their way to get from point A to point B.

The Case for Bicycling

Presently, a number of key trends and indicators are converging and resulting in a groundswell of interest in
promoting bicycling as a transportation mode. Cities are facing many challenges in terms of being able to repair
and maintain infrastructure, address local and global environmental issues, and distribute basic services fairly.
There is great interest among citizens and stakeholders in pursuing development and transportation solutions that
are more sustainable—meaning less costly to maintain over time, less polluting, and more equitable. More and
more, the bicycle is being seen as a significant part of sustainable transportation systems. These trends, as well as a
growing demand from the public for a safer and better connected bike network, point to the need for development
of the Gateway Bike Plan (the Plan) and promotion of bicycling as a viable transportation choice in the greater
St. Louis region.
Benefits of bicycling in the St. Louis region include improvements in health and fitness, safer and more vibrant
communities, and a more balanced and environmentally sound transportation system. As the St. Louis region
continues to grow, bicycling is becoming an important quality-of-life factor that people and businesses consider
when choosing where to locate. Being able to bike from one place to another safely and conveniently can help
enhance the quality of a person’s experience in the community.
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Supporting the St. Louis Region’s Growing Bicycling Community

The St. Louis region is fortunate to have an enthusiastic and large existing bicycling community.
Bicyclists in the St. Louis region enjoy a gentle landscape and a fairly moderate climate, which make
bicycle use a practical option for much of the year. Bicycling can be an enjoyable family activity, a way
to relieve stress after work, or a way to incorporate daily exercise into busy lifestyles. Seventy-eight
percent of bicyclists nationally ride for exercise or recreation.1 In the St. Louis region, the increasing
popularity of recreational bicycling is unmistakable as more bicyclists are seen on the streets and the
ever-expanding greenway system each year.
Several bicycling clubs and groups promote bicycling in and around the St. Louis region. Many of the
groups organize group rides and even post their routes (both on- and off-road) publicly on the Internet.
Often, the route information includes descriptions of the terrain and pavement conditions so that others
may make informed decisions about local bicycling opportunities. Some of the groups also reach out to
the community by teaching safe cycling skills and tips to adults and children. One group offers practical
information for bicycle commuters, such as the best types of clothing to wear and how to take bikes
on MetroLink and MetroBus. While many of the groups promote recreational riding, it is their members’
presence on the roads and trails that increases the community’s awareness of all bicyclists.

Bicycle Commuters on Olive Street bike lane, East of Compton

In addition to recreational riders, many residents bicycle or use bicycle pathways for practical
reasons, whether out of choice or necessity. Two large sectors of the population benefit directly from
improvements to the non‑motorized transportation network. According to the 2009 U.S. Census
American Community Survey, about 33.5 percent of the St. Louis Metropolitan Statistical Area (which
includes the City of St. Louis, and St. Louis and St. Charles Counties) is under the age of 19, and just
over 13 percent of the population is 65 years or older. For young people, walking and bicycling
afford a sense of independence, and for seniors, walking and bicycling are good ways to stay active
both physically and socially. In addition, for those who choose not to, or cannot afford to use motor
vehicles, bicycling is an inexpensive and effective means of transportation.

Health Benefits

The health benefits of regular physical activity are far-reaching and include reduced risk of coronary
heart disease, stroke, and other chronic diseases, lower healthcare costs, and improved quality
of life for people of all ages. According to the Center for Disease Control, 35 percent of American
adults do not achieve the U.S. Surgeon General’s recommended 150 minutes a week of moderate
physical activity.2 And, with 30 percent of all Missouri adults meeting the Centers for Disease Control’s
definition of obese, the state is ranked among the highest obesity rates in the nation.3 Giving people
1 Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2003
2 Center for Disease Control State Indicator Report on Physical Activity, 2010
3 CDC, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System, 2010
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the option to bicycle to the store, school, or work provides a time-efficient, low-cost way of attaining the weekly recommended level of physical activity,
which can help reduce obesity. Health studies have shown up to a 50 percent reduction in Type 2 diabetes among people who engage in moderate
physical activity—such as bicycling—on a regular basis.4
Incorporating bicycling and walking into daily routines is important for the health of young people. The prevalence of obesity among children 6 to 11
increased from 6.5 percent in 1980 to 19.6 percent in 2008, nationwide.5 The prevalence of obesity among adolescents aged 12 to 19 years increased
from 5.0 percent to 18.1 percent.6 Traveling to and from school accounts for a significant part of a student’s daily trips. Safe, convenient, and comfortable
pedestrian and bicycle routes to schools are important for students of all ages. By making trips on foot or by bike, students can make physical activity part of
their routine. However, even when it is possible, students normally do not walk or bike to school. A survey of over 130,000 parents nationwide, conducted
by the National Center for Safe Routes to School, shows that about 15 percent of students Kindergarten through 8th grade walk home from school, and
2 percent ride bicycles.7 A generation ago, nearly 90 percent of students walked or bicycled to and from school.8 While there are many reasons students
are not walking or bicycling to school today, it is undeniable that by opting to take cars when it is possible to walk or bike, students miss out on the health
benefits of active travel.

Economic Benefits

According to the League of American Bicyclists, a motor vehicle is the second-highest
household expense, after housing itself.9 The American Automobile Association estimates that
the average American spends nearly $8,000 per year to own and operate an automobile, while
bicyclists typically spend less than $200 per year.10 In some cases, bicycling can improve the
mobility of residents without access to a car and allow some households to own one vehicle
instead of two.
Bicycling can also help bring tourist dollars into the region. Active vacations and recreational
tourism are one of the fastest growing sectors of the tourist industry. The St. Louis region, with
its extensive network of greenways, numerous points of interest, and location at the crossroads
of several national bike routes—including the Trans America Bicycle Trail, Katy Trail, Route 66,
and Mississippi River Trail—is well-positioned to benefit from further development of its bicycle
network. According to a 1998 study, recreational tourism on the Great Allegheny Passage trail
in Maryland and Pennsylvania generated in excess of $14 million each year, even though the
trail was only partially completed at that time.11 A 2004 study of the Northern Central Rail Trail
(a 21‑mile unpaved trail in Maryland) found that annual revenues from the purchase of goods,
services, and accommodations were about $10.3 million.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Bicyclist at the McKinley Bridge bike facility opening

Journal of the American Medical Association, October 1999, based on a study by the Harvard School of Public Health
Ogden CL, Carroll MD, Curtin LR, Lamb MM, Flegal KM. Prevalence of high body mass index in US children and adolescents, 2007–2008. JAMA 2010;303(3):242–9.
National Center for Health Statistics. Health, United States, 2004 with Chartbook on Trends in the Health of Americans. Hyattsville, MD; 2004.
Safe Routes to School Travel Data: A Look at Baseline Results from Parent Surveys and Student Travel Tallies, National Center for Safe Routes to Schools, January 2010.
Kids Walk-to-School: Then and Now—Barrier and Solutions. U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, accessed February 25, 2011
Surface Transportation Policy Project. “Housing and Transportation,” Online, www.transact.org/library/factsheets/housing.asp#_ednref1, February 23, 2004
As estimated by the League of American Bicyclists
Stephen Farber, An Economic Impact Study for the Allegheny Trail Alliance, University of Pittsburgh and Pennsylvania Economic League, Inc., January 1999, i-ii
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In addition to tourism benefits, studies have shown that proximity to greenways and trails can have a positive effect on property values. A study by the
Center for Urban Policy and the Environment in focusing on the Indianapolis, Indiana, housing market found that “proximity to greenways generally has
positive, statistically significant effects on property values” and that, when added up across the city, “these effects may be in the millions of dollars.”12
Additionally, in a 2002 survey of recent home buyers sponsored by the National Association of Realtors and the National Association of Home Builders, trails
ranked as the second most important community amenity out of a list of 18 choices.13 The St. Louis region has an excellent trail network that will continue
to expand as the Great Rivers Greenway District and municipalities complete more greenway and trail projects. An on-street network of bicycle facilities
will complement this trail network by connecting neighborhoods, employment centers, universities, and other destinations, creating an extensive bicycle
network that will attract residents and businesses alike.
Bicycle infrastructure projects, such as installing bicycle lanes and boulevards, have a positive effect on local job creation. While it is likely that any
infrastructure project will generate local construction jobs, it appears that bicycle and pedestrian projects may be more beneficial to the local economy.
Based on a study conducted by the University of Massachusetts–Amherst, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure projects can create more than just road
repair and resurfacing jobs.14 The study evaluated data on infrastructure projects completed in several cities in the United States, including Baltimore,
Maryland. The conclusion was that because bicycle and pedestrian projects can be more labor-intensive, more money is spent on labor than on materials.
As explained by the author,

“Three to six projects in each of 11 cities, including Concord, Baltimore, Houston and Seattle, were analyzed. Its
conclusion: Cycling-specific projects create an average of 11.4 jobs in the state per $1 million spent. That included
six direct jobs like construction workers and engineers, 2.4 indirect jobs such as sign manufacturers and three
“induced” jobs in industries like food service that see increased demand. Road-only projects, like repaving and
widening, create an average of 7.8 jobs per $1 million, including four direct jobs, according to the study.”
Companies today are very mobile and choose to operate in places where they are likely to attract the most talented and skilled workers. Many large
employers are recognizing that their ability to recruit top employees depends significantly on local culture and amenities. In many industries, the
competition for workers is on a global scale, and people are choosing employers not just on salary and traditional benefits, but on external criteria such as
lifestyle and quality of life. With modest investments in bicycle infrastructure and programs, the St. Louis region can turn its conduciveness for bicycling into
a primary selling point for prospective companies and employees.
Lastly, both nationally and internationally, there is rising concern over oil and gas prices. As households become more economically conscious of the cost
of owning and operating a vehicle, the bicycle will become a more attractive form of transportation. A survey of bicycle retailers from nearly 40 states
conducted by Bikes Belong in 2008, a year in which gas prices exceeded $4 per gallon in most parts of the country, revealed 73 percent of respondents
selling more bikes, 84 percent selling more accessories, and 88 percent selling more services. According to the survey, 95 percent of shops said customers
cited high gas prices as a reason for their transportation-related purchases.15
12
13
14
15
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Greg Lindsey, Public Choices and Property Values: Evidence from Greenways in Indianapolis, Center for Urban Policy and the Environment, December 2003, 1
Consumer’s Survey on Smart Choices for Home Buyers, National Association of Realtors and the National Association of Home Builders, April 2002
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Environmental Benefits

Carbon dioxide accounts for over 80 percent of total greenhouse gas
emissions in the United States, and transportation sources account for nearly
one-third of that total.16 The average combined daily travel of automobiles
in St. Louis is more than 72 million miles each day, and more than 88 tons of
ozone-forming volatile organic compounds are emitted into the air.17 Ozone
and greenhouse gases create both local and global health and environmental
impacts, and areas like the St. Louis region, which are designated as nonattainment areas (for air quality standards) by the Environmental Protection
Agency, are required to reduce total emissions. Substituting bicycling trips for
short auto trips reduces the amount of pollutants generated by automobiles.
Furthermore, as a vehicle, the bicycle is very efficient in its use of public
areas. There is room for approximately 10 to 12 bicycle parking spaces in
one automobile parking space.18 Often, it is possible to improve and expand
the bicycle network without an increase in pavement and other impervious
surfaces that result in increased stormwater runoff. Many improvement
strategies require only a new directional striping pattern on the roadway.
In some cases, the route already functions well for bicyclists, and the only
recommended changes are new signs in coordination with education and
encouragement programs.

Bicycle parking at the Bike to Busch event in 2010

Lastly, the bicycle, unlike a motor vehicle, introduces very few, if any, toxins such as oil and contaminants into the environment through stormwater runoff
from streets into nearby bodies of water.

Maximizing Transit Investments

The Bi-State Development Agency (Metro) has recently adopted its Moving Transit Forward Plan, a blueprint for transit in the St. Louis region over the next
30 years. A walking or bicycling trip may end at a destination such as work or shopping, or it can be part of a longer journey that involves transit. Pairing
bicycle facility improvements with transit gives people more transportation choices and expands the reach of the transit system. Research suggests that
the farthest distance that the average person will walk for a trip of any kind is ¼ mile, or a 5- to 10 minute walk. Transportation planners generally estimate
that people will opt to bicycle up to 3 miles for their trips and possibly less if the trips include a leg on mass transit. Targeting the provision of safe and
convenient bicycle facilities such as lanes, trails, and parking can increase the service radius of a transit stop. Even if the transit rider will only bike up to 1 mile
to the closest transit stop, ridership for that transit stop increases significantly. It is important to note that St. Louis area residents may be more likely than
residents of other cities to bike (to transit stations and other destinations) because the terrain around St. Louis is relatively flat and smooth, which is ideal for
bicycle commuting.
16 National Household Travel Survey News Brief,” The ‘Carbon Footprint’ of daily travel”, March 2009
17 St. Louis Regional Clean Air Partnership website accessed April 20, 2011.
18 Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, “Bicycle Parking: Costs”, Available online: http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/engineering/parking.cfm
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Bicycles can also be part of the solution to what transportation planners refer to as the “last
mile” problem. This term refers to the situation in which a person’s place of work is located
1 mile or so away from the closest transit stop, and out of convenient walking distance for
most people. It is not uncommon for commuters in this situation to choose to drive the
entire trip, rather than take transit for the first leg and walk the last mile to work. One solution
for commuters with a “last mile” problem is to use a bicycle to supplement another form
of transit. Metro facilitates and encourages the use of bicycles to extend transit trips by
providing bicycle racks on the front of each vehicle and expressly allowing bicycles to be
brought on-board its light rail trains.
Another way to encourage commuters to bike the “last mile” is to provide bikes to borrow or
rent at or near the transit stations closest to their place of work. Such a service is commonly
referred to as bike share. Using such a service, the commuter can leave the transit vehicle
and pick up a bike for the last leg of the trip. The commuter uses the borrowed bike to return
to the transit station in the evening, and then boards the transit vehicle for the ride home.
While bike share systems are more common in Europe, a number of systems have been
launched in North American cities, including Washington D.C (Capital BikeShare), Bike Share
Philadelphia, and Montreal (Bixi).

Plan Purpose

Cyclist using Metrobus bike rack

The primary purpose of the Plan is to provide a coordinated vision for accommodating and
encouraging bicycling as a viable transportation mode in the region. Incorporating citizen
and stakeholder input, the latest standards in facility design, and analysis of constraints and
opportunities, the Plan is envisioned to be the source reference document as the Regional
Bicycle Network is developed over the next 20 years. Implementation of the Regional
Bicycle Network will result from careful planning and project integration among a variety
of public agencies. It is anticipated that through coordination on new road construction or
refurbishment efforts throughout the region, opportunities to expand the bicycle network
will arise over time. As projects are planned and designed and funding becomes available,
bicycle facilities should be considered and implemented. A more in-depth discussion about
Plan implementation and responsibilities is provided in Chapter 9.
With the Plan in place, the St. Louis region will be well positioned to capitalize on and
address the trends discussed earlier in this chapter and become a truly great area
for bicycling.
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Plan Background

Over the past 10 years, the Great Rivers Greenway District (the District) has spearheaded the development of the “River Ring”—a 600-mile, interconnected
system of greenways, parks, and trails that will connect the St. Louis region. Great Rivers Greenway is funded by a one-tenth of 1-cent sales tax approved
by voters in November 2000 in St. Louis County, St. Charles County, and the City of St. Louis.
The purpose of the River Ring system is to improve the quality of life throughout the region while creating an enduring legacy that will be shared with
future generations. Great Rivers Greenway has five goals in building the River Ring: Connect Communities and Neighborhoods; Preserve and Connect
People to Nature; Improve Economic Vitality; Provide Transportation Choices; and Promote Good Health. The Gateway Bike Plan touches upon each of
these goals and is a critical component of the River Ring.
In 2009, Great Rivers Greenway Board of Directors allocated some of its resources to fund the Gateway Bike Plan for St. Louis County, the City of St. Louis,
and the urbanized communities of St. Charles County. Close to 100 municipalities are located within the planning area. In 2010, the Great Rivers Greenway
District hired consultants to develop the Gateway Bike Plan. To ensure that a variety of interests were represented in the planning process, and to build
support for the Plan in order to ensure successful implementation, development of the Plan included a wide-reaching public involvement process and
consultation with a number of stakeholders and agencies in the greater St. Louis region, including the East-West Gateway Council of Governments
(EWGCOG), Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT), Metro, the City of St. Louis, the counties of St. Louis and St. Charles, numerous municipalities,
and Trailnet. In addition, a Citizen Advisory Committee and Technical Advisory Committee were formed to provide more detailed review and feedback
throughout the plan development process. More information on the Plan development process is provided in Chapter 2.

Relevant City/Regional Plans and Documents

This Plan complements, builds upon, and lends more specificity to other relevant city and regional plans, including
the following:





St. Louis Regional Bicycling and Walking Transportation Plan developed by the EWGCOG
Downtown Next: 2020 Vision for Downtown St. Louis
St. Louis County Strategic Plan
the Missouri Department of Transportation’s (MoDOT’s)
Long‑Range Transportation Plan
 Great Rivers Greenway’s River Ring Plan
 Bicycle and walking plans developed at the municipal level
within St. Louis and St. Charles counties
As implementation of this Plan moves forward and the
aforementioned plans are implemented and updated, it is anticipated
that there will be opportunities to coordinate, synchronize, and
otherwise further align this Plan with the visions, goals, and objectives
of each noted above. These plans, and their relevancy to the Gateway
Bike Plan, are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
R E G I O N A L R O U T E S T O S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
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National Bicycle Planning Trends

Bicycling is making a comeback, and in the St. Louis region, as in many major metropolitan areas, demand for a better bicycle network is growing.
Transportation system planning in the latter half of the 20th Century has largely focused on the needs of automobiles, pushing the bicycle out of the
picture. In recent years, bicycling has re-emerged as a viable mode of transportation, especially with rising gas prices, the need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, and a desire for more sustainable and livable development patterns. Additionally, promotion of active transportation modes such as bicycling is
seen as a key component to fighting the national obesity epidemic.
Recent federal policy guidance supports the new research and design guidance, including a major policy statement on bicycle accommodation released by
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT). In March of 2010, Secretary of the U.S. DOT Ray LaHood, released a signed policy statement summarizing key
federal statutes and regulations regarding walking and bicycling. He reiterated the DOT policy to “incorporate safe and convenient walking and bicycling
facilities into transportation projects. Every transportation agency, including DOT, has the responsibility to improve conditions and opportunities for
walking and bicycling and to integrate walking and bicycling into their transportation system.”19 He goes on to cite federal statutes that require state and
Metropolitan Planning Organizations “to integrate walking and bicycling facilities and programs in their transportation plans to ensure the operability of an
intermodal transportation system.”20 This federal directive establishes a new opportunity for EWGCOG, MoDOT, Metro, St. Louis and St. Charles counties, and
the City of St. Louis to coordinate their transportation projects and include appropriate bicycle facilities in all projects that benefit from federal funding.

Bicycle Planning at the State, Regional, and City Levels
More than ever, states, regions, and cities across the United States are adopting
and implementing bicycle master plans. Many are initiating projects with the goal
of increasing transportation mode-share beyond single-occupant automobiles as
a strategy to alleviate congestion and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Other
communities are responding to resident and elected officials’ desires to provide
expanded transportation choices for commuters. And, some communities are
combining both goals along with improving the quality of life among its residents by
building a bicycle network.
The large number of cities that are promoting bicycling is reflected in the League
of American Bicyclists’ Bicycle Friendly Community Program, which has recognized
more than 150 cities, including the City of St. Louis, for actively supporting
bicycling.21 More recently, the League recognized seven states through its Bicycle
Friendly States award program.22 The League also has a Bicycle Friendly Businesses
program, and several businesses in the St. Louis area have received awards.

19
20
21
22
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Ribbon cutting in Clayton at the Clayton Metrolink station for Bike St. Louis Phase 2

 nited States Department of Transportation Policy Statement on Bicycle and pedestrian Accommodation Regulations and Recommendations; Signed on March 11, 2010 and announced March 15, 2010 (1)
U
United States Department of Transportation Policy Statement on Bicycle and pedestrian Accommodation Regulations and Recommendations; Signed on March 11, 2010 and announced March 15, 2010 (3)
League of American Bicyclists; http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/bicyclefriendlyamerica/communities/
League of American Bicyclists; http://www.bikeleague.org/programs/bicyclefriendlyamerica/bicyclefriendlystate/rankings.php
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Cities being recognized for actively supporting bicycling have a number of things in common that reflect national trends. Similarities include:
 An adopted bicycle master plan
 Support for implementing the bicycle master plan from elected officials and key staff members in planning, public works, and parks and recreation
departments
 A comprehensive bikeway network that includes on- and off-street facilities
 Innovative facilities such as green bicycle lanes, cycle tracks (physically separated bike lanes adjacent to the roadway), and special intersection treatments
such as bike boxes (marked areas for bicycle positioning between the stop bar for motor vehicles and the crosswalk for making through or left-turn
movements).
 Ongoing and effective public involvement from planning, design, construction, and maintenance of bicycle facilities
 Adopt Complete Streets or Livable Streets Ordinances or Routine Accommodation policies
Examples of cities that have installed on-street bicycle facilities over the last decade include Seattle (113 bikeway miles), Minneapolis (123 miles), Portland
(250 miles), and Chicago (115 miles). Many cities attempt to track the relationship between the provision of bicycle facilities, bicycle use, and bicycle crash
rates, but it takes time to generate sufficient data to establish a correlation. The City of Portland has been tracking and analyzing ridership for nearly 20 years,
and has identified two very encouraging trends:
 Bicycle use increases as bikeway miles go up. In Portland, the bridges to downtown provide good bike counting points, and their use is a good
indicator of overall ridership throughout the city; thus this figure juxtaposes bicycle traffic over the bridges with total number of bikeway miles citywide
The graph in Figure 1-1 supports the “build it and they will come” school of thought. As the system becomes more connected and the city gets better at
designing facilities, more riders are encouraged to use the system. It also shows that the presence of some cyclists tends to attract more cyclists—that is,
there is a positive feedback loop.
 Crash rates decrease as bicycle use goes up. Figure 1-2 shows the number of crashes holding fairly steady even while the total number of bicycles
using the system more than quadrupled over a 17-year period. This trend points to an overall increase in bicycle safety, which can be attributed partly to
facility design and partly to roadway users becoming accustomed to interacting within one another in a safe manner.

St. Louis is on the cusp of a new wave of transportation policy. We have the
opportunity to define St. Louis County as a sustainable destination. As the Chairman of
the Council and as the Councilman of the 6th District, I want to see our transportation
system transform into a multimodal system with strong alternatives to driving. This
will maximize our highway capacity, reduce wear and tear on our roads, combat traffic
congestion, reduce our reliance on oil, and decrease greenhouse gas emissions.
Steve Stenger
Chairman St. Louis County Council
R E G I O N A L R O U T E S T O S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
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FIGURE 1-1
Bicycle Traffic across Four Main Portland Bicycle Bridges Juxtaposed with Bikeway Miles23
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FIGURE 1-2
Combined Bicycle Traffic over Four Main Portland Bicycle Bridges Juxtaposed with Bicycle Crashes
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New Bicycle Facility Types
Over the last two decades, the design of on- and off-street bicycle facilities has evolved
significantly and become widely accepted throughout the United States. Nationally
recognized publications, such as the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities and the 2009
Edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), provide detailed guidance
on the planning and design of bicycle facilities that are recognized by the U.S. DOT. This
guidance, along with new research, is giving local communities a variety of options and
opportunities for implementing on- and off-street bicycle facilities. The Gateway Bike Plan
will take advantage of this evolution in thought and practice, and employ these new bicycle
facility types in a context-sensitive manner.
Dedicating space for bicycle facilities within the roadway system is imperative to increasing
bicycle use within the St. Louis region. While the River Ring24 plan being developed and
implemented by Great Rivers Greenway provides a robust regional bicycle network serving a
variety of needs, building trails alone cannot significantly increase commuter and utilitarian
bicycling trips since many do not provide access to places of employment, rail stations, and
other major destinations. On-street bicycle facilities—including shared lane markings, bicycle
lanes, buffered bicycle lanes, cycle tracks, and paved shoulders—are key components of this
Plan’s proposed bikeway system. Chapter 5 provides a definition and images for each of the
facility types.

Cycle Track in Vancouver British Columbia

Introducing a set of standardized on-street bicycle facility types will encourage the large
population of less confident riders (the “interested but cautious”) to use their bicycles more
often by providing places to ride that are compatible with motor vehicle traffic. As the
number of bicyclists grows, safety also improves as motorists come to expect the presence
of bicyclists on all streets, as illustrated in Figure 12 above. This fact reinforces one of the
Plan’s main strategies to improve bicycle safety.
The relative success of this strategy comes with one very important condition—good
behavior on the part of bicyclists and motorists. In that regard, most roadway contexts of the
network represented in this Plan will require the installation of the minimum bicycle facility
designation, the “Shared Lane” marking. This facility will require good behavior by motorists
and cyclists to share the roadway and respect each other.
24 Great Rivers Greenway is spearheading the development of The River Ring, an interconnected system of greenways, parks
and trails that will encircle the St. Louis region, enhancing the quality of life for residents and visitors. Eventually, The River
Ring will comprise a 600-mile web of more than 45 greenways that will crisscross the region and provide access to trail
and greenway projects developed by the Metro East Park and Recreation District in Madison and St. Clair counties, Illinois.
The concept of The River Ring was the outcome of a 10-month citizen-driven planning process completed in September
2003; http://www.greatrivers.info/Projects/TheRiverRing.aspx
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Who Will Implement This Plan?

Numerous agencies and organizations will play a role in implementing the Plan. Historically, there has not been any one
agency or organization that spearheaded region-wide bicycle planning. It will be important to establish a “home” for the
Plan where implementation can be coordinated and tracked. A discussion of the various agencies and organizations that
have been involved in developing the Plan, their missions, and their potential roles in implementing the Plan is included in
Chapter 9.

Plan Organization

The organization of this Plan follows a logical sequence with each chapter building on topics presented in the previous
chapter while reflecting the mission, goals and objectives that were developed through the public involvement
process. Actions and measures of the plan were generated and prioritized by members of the Citizen and Technical
Advisory Committees.
 Chapter 1: Introduction—Provides background, purpose and context.
 Chapter 2: Planning Process—Describes the public involvement process and how it was used to develop the Plan.
 Chapter 3: Vision, Mission, and Goals and Objectives—Developed by the Citizen and Technical Advisory Committees,
these provide specific Plan guidance and organizational structure for the Plan.
 Chapter 4: Existing Facilities, Plans and Programs—Describes current plans, projects, programs, and facilities.
 Chapter 5: Bicycle Facility Network—Makes recommendations for the on-street bicycle network.
 Chapter 6: Design and Application of Guidelines and Standards—Makes recommendations for providing uniform
application of design guidelines and standards.
 Chapter 7: Education, Enforcement and Encouragement—Describes program recommendations to support the Plan.
 Chapter 8: Supporting Policies—Describes policy recommendations to support the Plan.
 Chapter 9: Implementation—Details strategies for implementing the Plan.
 Chapter 10: Performance Measures and Accountability—Provides performance measures to track and evaluate the
Plan’s implementation.
The Chapters listed above and subsequent Appendixes comprise the Plan and provide the tools and measures
to make the greater St. Louis region a great place to ride a bike.

Municipalities need to work
together more for a bikeable region.
Open House Attendee
R E G I O N A L R O U T E S T O S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
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